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While numerous tools address L2 pronunciation, they tend to focus on segmental deviations, often neglecting prosody and
lacking pedagogical feedback (Coulange 2023). In contemporary L2 speaking classes, the foremost priority is achieving
"understandability," encompassing both being understood and achieving it as effortlessly as possible (commonly referred
to as intelligibility and comprehensibility, Derwing and Munro 2015). Within this framework, assessing speech requires
identifying phenomena that significantly hinder listener understanding, and prioritizing them in assessment. Pinpointing
these target areas in students’ speech facilitates focused improvement for enhanced comprehensibility.

In the realm of English as a foreign language, rhythm, notably the placement of hesitation markers like silent or filled
pauses and lexical stress realization, plays a crucial role in comprehensibility. Conversely, common segmental, grammat-
ical, and lexical deviations show a comparatively lower impact on the cognitive load associated with speech processing,
though they remain important considerations (Isaacs, Trofimovich, and Foote 2018; Walker, Low, and Setter 2021; Tortel
2021, among others). While some tools analyze pause frequency and length (de Jong, Pacilly, and Heeren 2021) or classify
lexical stress (Ferrer et al. 2015; Shahin, Epps, and Ahmed 2016), our investigation identified a gap in tools considering
the syntactic context of pauses and the degree of contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables. We developed a fully
automated pipeline for processing spontaneous L2 English speech, that analyzes pausing and stress patterns.

Two releases of the Pauses and Lexical Stress Processing Pipeline1 (plspp) currently coexist. Both are based on WhisperX
speech recognition (Bain et al. 2023), but the first one (plspp1) extracts stress related acoustic parameters from syllable
nuclei points, while the second version (plspp2) uses an extra layer of phoneme-level forced alignment using Montreal
Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al. 2017) and extracts acoustic parameters within vowel intervals. Pause pattern analysis is
based on inter-word intervals’ duration, part-of-speech context, opening and closing constituents, considering their size
and syntactic depth (Kitaev, Cao, and Klein 2019). Pauses lower and upper duration thresholds can be easily set up to
consider only intervals of a certain duration.

The analysis of lexical stress involves comparing word-level prosodic shapes with their expected stress pattern extracted
from a reference dictionary, and measuring the prosodic contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables. Each syllable
is represented by three speaker-normalized measures: F0, intensity and duration.

1The pipeline is open-source and freely available here https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/lidilem/plspp.

Figure 1: Example of a TextGrid output from plspp2 showing POS tags (1), transcribed text (2), phoneme alignment (3),
syllable nuclei (4), expected prosodic shape (5), observed prosodic shape (6), F0, intensity and duration shapes (7)

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/lidilem/plspp


Acoustic stress is inferred to be the most prominent syllable within the word for each dimension, and these three dimen-
sions are merged with equal weight to obtain a single global representation easier to handle. Stress position is analyzed
through a binary representation of syllables, with "O" representing the stressed syllable and "o" representing the other
syllables in the word. Both releases do not consider the secondary stress yet.

Both versions output several tables including one listing the stressed words with their acoustic detailed information,
and another table listing all inter-word intervals along with their duration and syntactic context for pause pattern analysis.
Moreover, a TextGrid file is generated for each audio file allowing further acoustical analysis (cf. Figure 1).A visualisation
tool is also being developed in order to more easily overview – and dive in – the results. This tool exists as a light stand-
alone html/js-only version encompassed in the plspp pipeline; as well as a Django server-based application for web hosting
purposes.

This pipeline has already been used in several studies involving French, Japanese and Korean learners of English, as well
as native speakers of English, in elementary school and at university, on spontaneous, recited or read aloud speech.

Our presentation will describe how both pipeline work and elucidate the decision-making process behind them, thereby
initiating a discussion about their inherent limitations and possible future improvements. Additionally, we will showcase
the different ongoing studies, presenting preliminary results that have been obtained thus far.

Figure 2: Overview of the stress pattern analysis (left) and pause patterns (right), with inter-clause pauses in green,
inter-phrase in blue and intra-phrase in red
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